a b s t r a c t
It is well established that source memory retrieval -remembering relationships between a core item and some additional attribute of an event -engages prefrontal cortex (PFC) more than simple item memory. In event-related potentials (ERPs), this is manifest in a late-onset difference over PFC between studied items which mandate retrieval of a second attribute, and unstudied items which can be immediately rejected. Although some sorts of attribute conjunctions are easier to remember than others, the role of source retrieval difficulty on prefrontal activity has received little attention. We examined memory for conjunctions of object shape and color when color was an integral part of the depicted object, and when monochrome objects were surrounded by colored frames. Source accuracy was reliably worse when shape and color were spatially separated, but prefrontal activity did not vary across the object-color and framecolor conditions. The insensitivity of prefrontal ERPs to this perceptual manipulation of difficulty stands in contrast to their sensitivity to encoding task: deliberate voluntary effort to integrate objects and colors during encoding reduced prefrontal activity during retrieval, but perceptual organization of stimuli did not. The amplitudes of ERPs over parietal cortex were larger for frame-color than object-color stimuli during both study and test phases of the memory task. Individual variability in parietal ERPs was strongly correlated with memory accuracy, which we suggest reflects a contribution of visual working memory to long-term memory. We discuss multiple bottlenecks for source memory performance.
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Episodic memory is defined as inherently relational, or as Schacter and Tulving (1994, p. 28) put it, consisting of "multifeature representations in which numerous different kinds of information -spatial, temporal, contextual, and so forth -are bound together". However, different memory tests require retrieval of more or less information for successful performance. At one extreme are old/new recognition tests that require only an assessment of whether a stimulus was presented sometime in the laboratory experiment. In contrast, source memory tests are those that probe relational information more closely: what voice spoke a word, where was an object viewed, what color was a picture, was an action executed or only imagined, etc. (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993) . In these tests, memory for the core event -the word, object, or picture -is considered item memory, and source accuracy is defined by accurate retrieval of the additional information associated with that item. Introspection suggests that the strength of the binding between different bits of information varies both within * Corresponding author at: Department of Psychology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, United States.
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and across memories for individual events: we might remember the location of an event, but not the time, or the exact date of a conversation, but not the clothing of the participants, etc. Empirical results confirm that retrieval of multidimensional memories does not happen in an all-or-none fashion, but that some aspects of a single event can be remembered while others are not (Dodson, Holland, & Shimamura, 1998; Light & Berger, 1976; Meiser & Bröder, 2002; Starns & Hicks, 2005; Vogt & Bröder, 2007) . 1 Demonstrations of the relative independence of different source attributes lead to a different question, namely, what determines which particular aspects of context will be bound to the core event during encoding and meet with retrieval success later? One clear
